Abstract| A new method is presented to compute the exact observability don't cares (ODCs) for multiple-level combinational circuits. A new mathematical concept, called polarization, is introduced. Polarization captures the essence of ODC calculation on the otherwise di cult points of reconvergence. It makes it possible to derive the ODC of a node from the ODCs of its fanouts with a very simple formula. Experimental results for the 39 largest MCNC benchmark examples show that the method is able to compute the ODC set (expressed as a Boolean network) for all but one circuit in at most a few seconds.
I. Introduction
Observability don't cares (ODCs) play a central role in the synthesis of Boolean networks. Together with the external don't cares (EDCs) and the satis ability don't cares (SDCs) they represent the freedom one has to optimize the network. Especially the computation of the ODCs has been topic of research because of its complexity.
Several papers have been published on the subject of ODC calculation. In 1], Bartlett et al. propose to calculate the ODCs by attening the network. This is, however, impractical for most circuits, because of the size needed for the representation. In 7], Muroga et al. propose exhaustive simulations, which is very time consuming. To reduce computational complexity it was proposed to calculate the ODC of a node from the ODCs of its direct fanouts in 4] by Brayton et al. However, computing the ODC in this way is not straight-forward in the presence of reconvergent fanouts. To solve this problem, 4] proposes using the chain rule, originally introduced by Chiang et al. in 5] . As it turns out, the use of this rule results in very complex calculations very quickly, so 4] proposes using approximations for large circuits. In 6], Damiani et al. present a method which is computationally less complex, but still approximations are needed for the larger circuits. In 8], Savoj et al. use an observability relation to calculate the ODCs. Although the method does not need to calculate the ODC for each primary output separately, the operations per node are much more complex. The paper itself does not present any results, but the authors themselves comment 9]: \We implemented the algorithm of the ICCAD paper but the algorithm was not practical for large circuits. We concluded that ODCs could be usually only] computed for circuits that were collapsible in two levels".
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In this paper we present a method which also derives the ODC of a node from the ODCs of its direct fanouts and also does not need to calculate the ODC for each primary output separately, but the operations per node are very simple: only an and over the ODCs of the fanouts, and a cofactor operation are needed. This is obtained by introducing the concept of polarization. For each node the Polarized Observability Don't Care (PODC) is calculated. The polarization exactly models the reconvergence in a network such that cofactoring the PODC will \expand" and/or \shrink" the PODC such that the resulting ODC will be correct.
We feel the main contribution of this paper is the simple mathematical formulation of the construction of the ODC network with the use of the PODCs without the explicit use of xor or xnor operations. Another contribution is the large results table. All previously published papers mentioned above are either completely theoretical or show very few results, which leaves no room for comparison of di erent methods. Our results section shows that the complete ODC network can be derived with our method even for large circuits, and allows future papers to compare their results to ours.
Another advantage of the method presented in this paper is that it makes the use of EDCs very simple. The PODCs calculated at the input of a network can be handed over as EDCs to a feeding network directly, representing the complete EDC. These PODCs also directly imply the Boolean relations for the equivalence classes 3] 6], as is shown in section IV.
In this paper we express the ODCs as a Boolean network. This network can be used directly by the synthesis system 2]. Alternatively, the ODCs could be expressed in other representations suitable for Boolean reasoning, such as BDDs, but this approach is not tested in this paper.
The method is implemented and tested on the entire set of MCNC combinational multiple-level benchmarks.
A multiple-output combinational circuit is modeled by a network of factored forms. The network can be speci ed by an acyclic graph G = (N; C ) (see gure 1). Each node n i 2 N represents either a primary input or a basic Boolean operation, i.e. an and or an or operation. There is a directed edge c ij 2 C for each connection from node n i to node n j . Each connection can have an inverter property. The primary input (output) nodes in N are identi ed by the set of indices I (O). A primary input (output) does not have any incoming (outgoing) edges. Variable v i denotes the variable at the output of node n i . Since we want to be able to distinguish between the value at the output of a node and the value which is at the input of a connected node (see gure 1), we also introduce variables for all connections: v ij denotes the variable at input c ij of node n j . The letters p and q will be used to denote either an index or an index pair, so variable v p can denote either a node or a connection variable.
De nition 2: The fanin of a node: F I (j) = fijjc ij 2 C g The fanin of a connection: F I (ij) = i De nition 3: The fanout of a node: F O(i) = fijjc ij 2 C g The fanout of a connection:
The Boolean function f of a node or a connection can be derived using the following rules: 
We say that function f p depends on every variable which is in its transitive fanin.
De nition 6: Cofactoring a function to a variable or its complement:
The ODC of variable v p at node n k is a Boolean function which gives the conditions for which the actual value of variable v p can not be observed at node n k .
De nition 7: The ODC of variable v p at node n k :
where is the xnor operator. The ODC of a variable at all primary outputs is a Boolean function which gives the conditions for which the actual value of the variable can not be observed at any primary output.
De nition 8: The ODC of variable v p at all primary outputs:
Creating the ODC as a network of factored forms, using these de nitions, is relatively simple, but the resulting network turns out to be very complex for many circuits. As a result the calculation of the ODC in this way, by expressing it in SOC or BDDs, be it in terms of primary inputs or local variables, is known to be computationally very expensive 1].
Deriving the ODC of a node from the ODCs of its direct fanouts, to reduce the computational complexity, has been topic of research before. The ODC of a variable v ij can be derived easily from the ODC of variable v j and the local ODC at node n i :
(1) However, deriving the ODC of a variable v i from the ODCs of its fanout variables v ij is much more di cult if the number of fanouts is more than one. Use of the chain rule 5] has been proposed by 1], but it becomes already very expensive for nodes with only two fanouts.
Suppose:
F O(i) = fij 0 ; ij 1 g then: The method presented in this paper makes it possible to calculate the ODC without the use of any (explicit) x(n)or operations and also without the and operation over all outputs. The resulting network of factored forms is substantially less complex.
IV. Polarized observability don't cares
To calculate the ODC in a new and more e cient way we rst have to introduce a new operator: polarization.
De nition 9: The polarization operator applied to variable v introduces a new variableṽ such thatṽ = v.
De nition 10: The polarized Boolean functionf p is associated with literalṽ p and is de ned as:f p (v 0 ; : : : ; v n ) = f p (ṽ 0 ; : : : ;ṽ n ) Polarization of a variable can be seen as the \twinning" of a variable. Note that the twin of a twin of a variable is the variable itself. Consistently, a polarized function (network) can be seen as a twin copy of the original function (network), using the twin copies of its variables. The only di erence we will assume between the original and its twin is their behavior under the cofactor operator. Cofactoring a polarized variable will evaluate to the opposite constant value as its non-polarized twin. So, we extend the de nition of cofactoring to polarized Boolean functions.
De nition 11:
f j vp = f (v p = 1;ṽ p = 0) f j vp = f (v p = 0;ṽ p = 1) Instead of explicitly copying a network to obtain its twin, we can also model polarization as an edge property (see gure 2). So, if we want to calculate f j vp in a multiple-level network, any variable v p which is on a path from f to v with an even number of polarizations has to be substituted with constant 1. Any variable v p on such a path with an odd number of polarizations has to be substituted with constant 0.
The following property follows from these de nitions:
f j vi = g (fj vi ), while f j vi = ( f j vi ) Furthermore we need a way to remove all polarizations from a network.
De nition 12: Remove polarity:
]f i = f i (ṽ p = v p ) for all p 2 T F I (f i ) Polarization is used to mark factors in a network, such that they will cofactor to the opposite value as would be the case normally. For example, if we have f = g +h (see gure 2) with g and h not polarized, then f j a = gj a +hj a = g(a = 1) +h(a = 0) and ](f j a ) = ] g(a = 1) +h(a = 0) = g(a = 1) + h(a = 0) = gj a + hj a .
Using these de nitions we can rewrite the de nition of the ODC (de nitions 7 and 8) as follows:
Now we will de ne the Polarized Observability Don't Care (PODC). It is de ned recursively, so it can be constructed for all nodes by traversing the network from the outputs to the inputs in topological order. It will be proved that if the PODC is cofactored and the polarization is removed, then it will be equal to the ODC.
First we de ne the PODC of a primary output (in the case that there are no external don't cares speci ed).
De nition 13: The PODC of a connection c ij can be derived from the PODC of node n j using the following de nition.
De nition 14:
P ODC j + f j if OP (j) = + and I N V (ij) = FALSE P ODC j +~ f j if OP (j) = and I N V (ij) = FALSE g P ODC j +f j if OP (j) = + and I N V (ij) = TRUE g P ODC j + f j if OP (j) = and I N V (ij) = TRUE The PODC of a node n i can be derived from the PODC of all connections c ij using the following de nition:
De nition 15:
If we cofactor the PODC and remove polarization we get the ODC. 
Fig. 3. PODC network construction
So using de nitions 14 and 15 and theorem 1 we can create the ODC of any node or connection in the network. Figure 3 shows how the PODC network is constructed for a sample logic network. Note that in the method described in 6], see equation (3), xnor operations are needed at multiple-fanout nodes, here we only need simple and operations.
Before proving theorem 1, we will rst look what happens if we apply this theorem to de nition 14. For example, in the case of an and gate, it is easy to prove that: ODC However proving that theorem 1 also holds for definition 15 is not as easy: ODC i = ] (P ODC i j vi ) = Q ij2FO(i) P ODC ij = ::: (see equations 2, 3 and 4). As a matter of fact, it is impossible to prove this by just assuming that ] ? P ODC ij j vij = ODC ij , without taking into account the polarized information of P ODC ij .
In order to prove theorem 1 we de ne a property which holds for every cut set through the network. This cut set can contain node variables as well as connection variables.
De nition 16: A cut set C is de ned as a set of indices and index pairs such that on every path from any primary output to any primary input there is exactly one node or connection which appears in C .
To reason about cutsets, we will de ne P E QV C , which can be understood best as a \polarized characteristic function".
De nition 17:
h f q +~ f q + P ODC q f q + f q + g P ODC q i Any cut set divides the network into two parts. We will use the P E QV C to prove theorem 1. First we will prove that P E QV C is invariant for any cutset C . From this property we will prove theorem 1.
Lemma 1:
Proof By de nition 13, if C = O, the lemma holds. So P E QV O is just the xnor of the primary outputs of the original network and its twin. Now we will use induction to prove that the P E QV C does not change if the cut set is moved towards the primary inputs. Step 1 Move cut set over a node (see gure 4). Suppose lemma 1 holds for a given cut set C . Now consider another cut set C 0 = F I (j) C n fjg. The cut set C 0 does not yet cross any possible inverters on connection c ij .
Step 1a Assume OP (j) = + According to de nition 14: P ODC ij = P ODC j + f j . So: Step 1b Assume OP (j) = According to de nition 14: P ODC ij = P ODC j +~ f j . So: Step 2 Move cut set over an inverter (see gure 5). Let ij 0 be in C , and ij 1 in C 0 . According to de nition 14: P ODC ij1 = g P ODC ij0 . Since:
= f ij0 + f ij0 + g P ODC ij0 f ij0 +~ f ij0 + P ODC ij0 again we see that P E QV C 0 = P E QV C . = P E QV C Using these steps we can obtain any cut set C through the network.
Proof of theorem 1: According to lemma 1 we know that the P E QV C remains constant for any cut set. For the initial cut set (through all primary outputs) we have: From this proof it can be derived that it is also possible to perform the cofactoring operations (to variable v p ) already in de nitions 14 and 15, and change theorem 1 into: ODC p = ]P ODC p .
Since the PODCs on a cutset contain all the information needed to derive the ODC of any node in the input part of the cutset, it is obvious that the PODCs of all primary inputs of a given circuit can be handed over as (polarized) EDC to a feeding network. This then represents the complete ODC of the external circuit, and from it the Boolean relation for the equivalence classes 6] can be derived directly: E QV v r p ;:::;v r q = ]P E QV C (ṽ p = v r p ; : : : ;ṽ q = v r q ).
V. Examples
In the following examples we will show how the di erent methods (Traditional, Damiani and Polarized) compute the ODC. With \traditional" we refer to the method based on the de nition of the ODC (de nitions 7 and 8). In all methods only constant propagation is used to obtain the nal results. Example 3 also shows Savoj's method.
A. Example 1 See gure 7. VI. Results and Conclusions
The described method has been implemented to generate the ODCs of all multiple-fanout nodes in a network. The resulting ODCs are created as a network of factored forms, with no optimizations except for constant propagation during cofactoring. The algorithm was tested on the complete MCNC benchmark set for multiple-level combinational networks. The results in table I are from the circuits which contain initially more than 200 edges in the network of factored forms and are obtained on a HP 9000/755/99 (appr. 120 MIPS) with 256 MB of memory. Table I also gives the result for creation of the ODCs using de nitions 7 and 8. Note that we have only created the network for ODCs for multiple-fanout points in the network, as all others can be obtained trivially.
The number of nodes in tables I and II refer to circuits composed of ands and ors only. Inverters are not counted, as they are annotated as edge properties.
From table I we can see that the PODC method results in a ODC circuit with fewer edges (= literals) in 29 out of 39 examples. The traditional method wins 9 times, and both methods fail (run out of memory) for the multiplier circuit of C6288. Run times are within seconds for all examples.
The failure of C6288 is probably the result of the very high degree of reconvergence of the multiplier structure. The reason that the PODC method in some examples results in a larger ODC circuit lies in the fact that these examples contain nodes with very large fanout and with reconvergent paths which contain almost all local nodes.
We feel con dent that the results of the PODC method could be further improved with the addition of some Boolean simpli cation during the building phase of the network. Some initial experiments with optimization after the building phase show a gain of at least a factor of 2. The traditional method cannot be improved easily in this way, as it expresses the ODC basically in copies of the original network, cofactored once, with an xor at the primary output. The original network should be considered optimized already.
We do not present comparisons with other methods, because most papers do not present results on ODC size at all, except for 6] which presents an average number of literals needed to represent the ODC sets, but it is not clear which ODCs were computed (all nodes, only multiplefanout nodes or inputs nodes). It should, however, be clear that the presented method is computationally easier than 6] since the algorithm traverses the network in the same way, but operations at each step are simpler. Table II shows the size of the PODC network itself of some of the largest results in table I. It can be shown that the size of this network is linear in the size of the original network. This is a useful property since the PODC network can be used to provide the don't care information for a feeding network as individual ODCs or as a single Boolean relation.
